We re-examine a closed-string model defined by altering the boundary conditions for one handedness of two-dimensional propagators in otherwise-standard string theory. We evaluate the amplitudes using Kawai-Lewellen-Tye factorization into open-string amplitudes. The only modification to standard string theory is effectively that the spacetime Minkowski metric changes overall sign in one open-string factor. This cancels all but a finite number of states: As found in earlier approaches, with enough supersymmetry (e.g., type II) the tree amplitudes reproduce those of the massless truncation of ordinary string theory. However, we now find for the other cases that additional fields, formerly thought to be auxiliary, describe new spin-2 states at the two adjacent mass levels (tachyonic and tardyonic). The tachyon is always a ghost, but can be avoided in the heterotic case.
Introduction
Some time ago a new method was proposed for expressing complete particle scattering amplitudes in arbitrary dimensions using an integral expression similar to those found in string theory [1] [2] [3] [4] , but with the insertion of delta-functions enforcing the "scattering equation" constraints obtained semiclassically from such string amplitudes [5] . String-like theories were proposed that reproduced these amplitudes, at least in the cases where Yang-Mills factors (in spectrum/vertices) were supersymmetric [6] [7] [8] . There the delta-functions arose from related delta-functions inserted explicitly into the vertex operators. Interesting relations between such representations of field theory amplitudes and amplitudes in ordinary string theories were also explored in [9] .
Recently a new derivation was given from standard string theories by two simple modifications [10] : (1) A singular worldsheet gauge was used for the string Lagrangian to (almost) trivialize the dependence on the worldsheet coordinatez; in this singular limit the string had only one handedness. Earlier this limiting model was used to make T-duality manifest, and calculate α ′ corrections to the effective action in a way that preserved it [11] . (2) The boundary conditions on worldsheet propagators (especially for the bosons) were changed in a way consistent with this interpretation (essentially a Bogoliubov transformation), and with a corresponding modification of the Virasoro constraints such that the spectrum was apparently truncated to the massless sector. The result of these two modifications was that integration over the trivialz dependence automatically produced the scattering-equation delta-functions, while standard string vertex operators were used. But the method was successful only with the same restrictions as in the earlier string-like theories.
In this paper we give an alternative approach to this string theory: The modified boundary conditions are still used to define the model from standard string theories. However, since final results are gauge independent, we evaluate amplitudes in the usual conformal gauge. Then the scattering-equation delta-functions are not seen explicitly. As an alternative method of evaluating the integrals, we use instead the factorization of closed-string amplitudes into open-string ones [12, 13] , which also treats z andz integration as independent. (Essentially one Wick rotates back to a worldsheet with Minkowski metric.) The change in the sign of thez part of the X propagator, implied by the change in boundary conditions, means that the main change in this evaluation of the amplitude is that the spacetime metric undergoes an effective overall sign change in one of the open-string factors. One result is that the singularities almost completely cancel, leaving rational functions of momenta.
This reproduces the massless amplitudes found previously, but it also consistently evaluates the amplitudes for less supersymmetry: Additional fields, previously thought to be auxiliary [11] , are now found to describe a pair of new spin-2 states at positive and/or negative m 2 , and their spin-3/2 superpartners when available. (They return to being auxiliary in the limit m 2 → ∞.) The tachyons are also ghosts. The bosonic string has both signs of masses, type II has neither, and heterotic has a choice of just one of physical tardyons or ghost tachyons.
Amplitudes with Chiral Boundary Conditions

Review
In [11] a modification of string theory was suggested that made T-duality manifest, and apparently restricted it to massless states. (We won't consider T-duality explicitly here, as it is spontaneously broken to Lorentz symmetry for the purposes of perturbation theory.) It was used to construct a T-duality invariant effective action for the massless fields, including complete α ′ corrections, by a method equivalent to β-function techniques. The fields included the usual states from left⊗right states of open strings, but T-duality required also left⊗left and right⊗right. However, the fields for the latter states were treated as auxiliary in the action, by making an α ′ expansion. (Scattering amplitudes weren't considered there. Only the bosonic string was treated; generalization to supersymmetric strings was obvious, but expected to trivialize α ′ corrections.)
In [10] this model was generalized to amplitudes by explaining the apparent restriction to massless states through the change in the boundary conditions. (The trivialization ofz dependence came from a singular choice of gauge, which we will not need in this paper.) In particular, the change of boundary condition for X is implemented by adding a homogenous solution to the propagator,
(where the first term has the usual iǫ prescription). Effectively this changes the overall sign of the spacetime Minkowski metric associated with thez sector. (By BRST and worldsheet supersymmetry, it is seen to change the sign of fermionic and ghost propagators in thez sector as well.) In oscillator language, this change in the boundary conditions corresponds to a Bogoliubov transformation that switches creation and annihilation operators forz modes,
The effect on the Virasoro operators is then
(N and N are the level-number operators, taking values 0,1,...), and thus the constraints
restrict the spectrum to levels and masses (N, N ; 
However, based on [11] , these massive states were assumed to still be auxiliary. As we'll see later, that treatment is no longer possible when four-and-higher-point amplitudes are considered (except perhaps in the limit where those masses become infinite). Such states do not appear if both left and right factors have massless ground states, from supersymmetry or internal symmetry, as from type II superstrings or single-trace heterotic super Yang-Mills amplitudes. So more generally we can write
but where each of N L,R starts at −1 if bosonic or at 0 if supersymmetric (or internal symmetry scalars of heterotic). For example, for the supergravity sector of the heterotic string, there is only one massive spin 2, but either tachyonic or tardyonic depending on which sector is supersymmetric. (Both sectors have such an N = +1, but only one has the corresponding −1.) In the heterotic Yang-Mills case, the restriction to single traces for group theory eliminates the nonplanar group theory factors corresponding to supergravity intermediate states.
The equivalent analysis in conformal field theory language is that worldsheet derivatives still contribute in the usual way to the conformal weight of vertex operators, but the "k 2 " contribution comes with opposite sign forL 0 . So vertex operators are constructed in the usual string way, but the choice of mass and left and right level numbers is modified as described above.
The net effect in amplitudes is that the Koba-Nielsen factor becomes
To simplify notation we set α ′ = 4 above and in the rest of this paper. Similarly, any inner product of polarization vectors with themselves or momenta that results from the contraction of right-movers will also obtain a minus sign.
Effect on the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye Relation
In this paper we investigate closed string amplitudes using their factorized representation, i.e., the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relation. In this setup the amplitudes in the chiral string is identical to a simple operation acting on those in the standard closed string. We reserve the notation M for closed string amplitudes and A for open strings. Schematically a standard closed string amplitude can be expressed as
Here A denotes a vector of open string amplitudes of size (n − 3)!
whose elements are labeled by the ordering of external points on the disk boundary σ i ∈ S n . The KLT momentum kernel, S, is a matrix depending only on the Mandelstam invariants. The choice of A (andÃ, respectively) is not unique, and the form of S depends on the specific choice. The two sets of open string amplitudes A andÃ are associated with the left-and right-moving sectors of the closed string, and so the chiral boundary condition affects onlyÃ.
To illustrate this, consider a toy integral at four points
which mimics the scattering of four massless scalars with stringy corrections, and s, t, u are the standard Mandelstam inariants at four points. To translate this into a KLT representation, recall that z = τ + iσ: We Wick rotate from complex Euclidean coordinates to real Minkowskian (lightcone) coordinates z → ξ andz → η in (10), and integrate ξ and η along their own real axes (with appropriate iǫ prescriptions). By folding the η contour at the branch points of the integrand, one completely separates the left-and right-movers into two individual real integrals
In this case S = sin(πt), which the monodromy resulting from folding the η contour. Note that the monodromy in S is not affected after imposing the chiral boundary condition, because it is only related to the sign change of the combination ξη and (1 − ξ)(1 − η) along the original ξ-and η-contour, and the chiral boundary condition merely switches ξη → ξ/η and
Consequently it only modifies the final η integral by flipping the sign of the flat spacetime metric therein, η µν → −η µν . It is a simple calculation to check that
using sin(πt) = π/Γ(t)Γ(1 − t). We see that this flipping operation projects away all the massive poles in the original integral, leaving just a rational function. More amusingly, this result is exactly the leading term of the original integral I in its α ′ expansion! This is the first demonstration of how the truncation of the closed string spectrum following from the Virasoro constraints with the new boundary condition holds in amplitudes at generic α ′ . The above flipping operation directly applies to more general cases, i.e., we always flip the sign of the spacetime metric η µν inÃ
From here on, we will refer to amplitudes evaluated with the new chiral boundary conditions as chiral amplitudes, denoted in the superscript.
3 Amplitudes in the Superstring
The general result
As discussed in Section 2, in type II superstrings the chiral boundary condition truncates the string spectrum to only the massless states at generic α ′ , and so we expect that the closed string amplitudes computed therein are exactly the supergravity amplitudes
This statement can be reformulated into a simpler form. The open superstring amplitudes admit an expansion onto a basis of super Yang-Mills (SYM) amplitudes [14, 15] 
where the vector of SYM amplitudes A SYM is again of size (n − 3)!, and F is a matrix that absorbs all the disk integrals and depends only on the Mandelstam invariants. Let us denote S 0 as the leading part of the KLT kernel S in its α ′ expansion. Then the KLT relation is
Note that the SYM amplitudes have uniform total degree in terms of the Lorentz-invariant products, and so flippingÃ SYM only results in a possible overall sign, which is not important. Hence the statement (14) is equivalent to
From now on we choose to identify the basis used on the left with that on the right
With this convention we explicitly verified (17) at four and five points. The detailed expressions for S and F (in terms of Γ and 3 F 2 ) used in theses checks can be found in [16] .
Derivation
In this subsection we provide a derivation for the statement (17) . We start by reviewing some useful properties of the matrices F and S. Despite the complexity of the elements in the matrix F in general, it can be analyzed in terms of an expansion onto (a chosen Q basis of) multi-zeta values (MZVs). In this context it was observed in [16] that F admits a factorized form
where
and P 2k and M 2k+1 are the coefficients of the Riemann zeta values in F
which are functions of the Mandelstam invariants 1 . The non-commutative word f i 1 · · · f ip formed by the f symbols is a convenient bookkeeping for the MZVs to be associated to the corresponding matrix profuct [20] , and the summation in M is over all inequivalent words. Two conjectures are proposed in [16] , regarding properties of the matrices P and M respectively. The first one states that P "projects" S into S 0
And the second one states that every M 2k+1 "commutes" with S 0
These two conjectures were explicitly verified up to the order α ′21 at five points, α ′9 at six points, and α ′7 at seven points [16, 18] . Given this structure of the open superstring amplitudes, the statement (17) reformulates to
Each P 2k has even degree in terms of the Mandelstam variables, and so P = P flip . By applying the two conjectures above we obtain an equivalent statement
Here note that when writing M flip we implicitly mean that the ordering of the multiplication of the M 2k+1 's is also reversed as compared to that in M, apart from the fact that it reverses the overall sign of each M 2k+1 . The above product between the two M matrices needs to be understood with a grain of salt, due to the non-trivial map between the f words and the MZVs. While the products between M 2k+1 's are normal matrix products, the "product" between the f words is defined as a shuffle
where S r,s := {σ ∈ S r+s |σ −1 (1) < · · · < σ −1 (r) and σ
Now we can expand M flip M in terms of products of M 2k+1 's
Due to the flipping, the coefficients in front of each product is
And so the problem reduces to showing that
for any p > 0 and any choice of {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i p } (they may not be distinct). This can be proven by induction. First of all obviously we have
Now suppose that this identity holds up to level p − 1, then (note that there are only two terms in which f ip appears at the end, which obviously cancel)
This provides a non-trivial consistency check that the amplitudes in the type II case are the supergravity amplitudes.
Amplitudes in the Bosonic and Heterotic Strings
One can straight forwardly apply the analysis in the previous section to that of bosonic and heterotic closed strings
In [21] it was conjectured, and explicitly verified up to seven-points, that the massless bosonic open string amplitudes A bos admits a similar expansion as that for A super
Each element in the matrix B has the same algebraic properties as the tree-level Yang-Mills amplitudes, and reduces to A YM upon taking α ′ → 0. Crucial for our discussion is the fact that B is a rational function that contains only massless and tachyon poles (s + 1) −1 . Note that the product SF produces inverse tachyon poles such that for the heterotic string the tachyon poles cancel, while for the bosonic closed string double tachyon poles are avoided. Now we apply the flipping operation. Since (17) still holds, the resulting amplitude becomes
For the bosonic string, we see that due to the flip the tachyon pole in [B] flip turns into that of the first massive excitation, and the amplitude now contains poles at m 2 = (±1, 0), as anticipated from the constraint analysis in Section 2. For the heterotic string, besides the usual massless excitation, one has either the tachyon or the tardyon depending on whether it is the bosonic or the superstring in the flipped sector. Note that since taking α ′ → 0, B reduces to A YM , the leading contribution in the α ′ expansion is again the graviton tree amplitude. As previously discussed, the massive bosonic states in the theory with chiral boundary conditions are spin-2 states. We will see this directly by inspecting the three-point and four-point interactions.
Three-point amplitudes
As has long been known (and reproduced in the KLT representation), closed-string three-point amplitudes are tensor products of open-string vertices. This result was extended to the bosonic chiral string in [22] by expansion of the effective action of [11] , after the appearance of Lorentz Chern-Simons terms was recognized [23, 24] . Here we obtain those results more directly, and extend them to the other chiral strings, by using the chiral extension of the direct-product analysis.
As a shorthand notation, we write the vertex factors as the terms in the action from which they follow: For the open string
(where k ij ≡ k i − k j ), and for the closed string
where "R 2 " is the Gauss-Bonnet combination and "CS" is the term coming from Lorentz ChernSimons. Then normal strings have the three-point amplitudes bosonic:
while chiral strings have (for massless states)
The minus signs in the second factor come from our sign flipping prescription.
Four-point amplitudes
Here we consider the four-point amplitude, which is useful in determining the nature of the states in the spectrum. For later convenience, we give the massless open bosonic-string amplitude as:
The functions K ss and K are gauge invariant rational functions of polarization vector and momentum inner products. Each is permutation invariant and schematically given by 2
where we've denoted only the degree of each type of Lorentz invariant. For the superstring one retains only K ss , while the factor K contains the tachyon poles for the bosonic string. The local gauge invariant function K ss corresponds to the F 4 operator in the effective action of open superstring. The pure graviton amplitude is given by
With the chiral boundary condition, one finds
where K and K ss indicates that all Lorentz invariants obtain a negative sign. The canceling of massive poles is straightforward to see at four-points. For the superstring, the open string on each side of the KLT formula has two sets of poles and a set of zeros. The flipping of signs then exchanges the physical and unphysical nature of the poles and zeros, thus resulting in mutual cancelation. This is illustrated diagrammatically below: 2 Their explicit form can be found in [12] . Note that here they are defined with an explicit (1−α ′ s)(1−α ′ t)(1−α ′ u) pulled out, and an extra minus sign in front of K ss compared to [12] . 3 Note that while these diagrams are meant to show how the poles cancel, the space of kinematics is only twodimensional due to the constraint s + t + u = 0.
As shown above, the u and s channel poles cancel after the flip, while the t-channel now possesses poles both in the physical and unphysical channel. The latter is then canceled by the sin(πt) factor in the KLT kernel. When one of the factors is the bosonic string, the tachyon poles and the first massive pole simply exchange role upon the flip, and do not lead to cancelation. Thus the full amplitude contains only poles at m 2 = ±1, 0. This is to be compared with the usual bosonic string four-point amplitude:
Note that K are of higher mass dimension compared to K ss , while the latter are of the same degree in Lorentz invariants. Thus the change in sign does not effect the leading term in the α ′ expansion. In other words one recovers the pure graviton four-point amplitude. The same applies to the heterotic string. The residues of the massless poles in (46) are the same as that of the bosonic string, with extra signs for terms of odd degree in Lorentz invariants. By dimension counting, one can see that the extra signs are consistent with the extra sign of R 2 operator that contributes to the threepoint amplitude. For the residue of the massive pole, we consider the heterotic and bosonic string separately.
Heterotic susy× bosonic
We now consider the massive poles in the heterotic string. For the case where the flipping of sign occurs in the supersymmetric sector, the amplitude is given by
Due to the tachyon pole in K, the spectrum contains a tachyon whose residue is given by
whereK is the numerator of the tachyon pole in K in (44). One can compare this to the residues of an open string tachyon and spin-2 particle:
Looking back at (49), we see that the residue of our tachyon is minus that of the product of open string tachyon and spin-2 residues, where the latter is evaluated with an extra sign for all inner products. This shows that the tachyon is indeed a spin-2 ghost field.
Heterotic bosonic× susy
For the case where it is the bosonic sector that is flipped, we have a massive particle whose residue is given by
Comparing this to (50), we see the residue for the massive pole is simply the product of the open superstring spin-2 residue and the open bosonic string tachyon residue, where the latter is evaluated on a flipped signature. To see this, note that under flipped kinematics, the part of the bosonic string amplitude that contains the tachyon pole becomes:
whose residue for the massive pole is −K t(t+1) . This multiplied with the residue of the spin-2 state in the open superstring amplitude, K ss , reproduces eq.(51). Since the relative sign is positive, this is a physical spin-2 state.
bosonic× bosonic
For the bosonic case, both massive particles exists, and their residues are given as:
Since the leading α ′ expansion of the residue is identical with the of heterotic string, the nature of the massive states (physical or unphysical) stays the same.
Massive external particles
As shown in the previous subsection, apart from the massless states there is also a tachyonic state and a tardyonic state in the spectrum of the bosonic closed string, both of which are spin-2 particles. These states are forbidden in the ordinary bosonic string but are allowed by the chiral boundary condition, and an interesting question is whether the worldsheet SL(2) invariance is preserved when massive states are present in external lines. As a simple check, we look at the three-point amplitude of one tachyon, one graviton, and one tardyon. Let them be particles 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Their vertex operators read
where we flip the right movers. Note that when massive external states are involved the KobaNielsen factor carries non-trivial conformal weight, and the chiral boundary condition seems to change this weight for the right movers as compared to that of the ordinary string, thus making the three-point amplitude inconsistent. However, the state appearing on a given mass level is also changed (e.g., the tachyon switches from a scalar to a spin two), which guarantees that the amplitude is again invariant under the Möbius transformation. This has been checked explicitly and the resulting amplitude is given by the product of the following tachyon-vector-spin-2 3-point open string amplitudes:
Another check is whether with external massive states, the amplitude still contains only m 2 = ±1, 0 poles. To see this it is useful to compare the poles and zeros of the open string between massive and massless external states. For massive ones, the difference is that while certain massless and tachyon poles might be absent, the zeros will extend from unphysical to physical region. Thus upon flipping the sign, the resulting amplitude can only have further pole cancelation, not less. Thus one concludes that only m 2 = ±1, 0 poles can be present even for massive external states.
Conclusion and discussions
Amplitudes
In this paper we examined amplitudes in string theories modified by a chiral boundary condition.
The new boundary condition leads to a simple operation acting on one of the open string sectors in the KLT representation, by flipping the sign of the spacetime metric. As a consequence, the closed string amplitudes show a remarkable cancelation among the infinite tower of massive poles, leaving only the massless poles in the type II superstring case, and poles in the adjacent massive levels in the bosonic and heterotic cases. These are consistent with the truncation of the spectrum caused by the chiral boundary condition. In particular, in the case of type II where only massless states are present, the interaction exactly reduces to that of type II supergravity, and we provide a general argument for it based on previous observations about the structure of open string amplitudes.
While in this paper we demonstrated that the amplitudes of the chiral string produce the desired field theory amplitudes, the argument relies on a non-trivial cancelation among an infinite number of massive poles in the KLT formula. It would be interesting to seek for a representation for these amplitudes manifesting the fact that the result is just a rational function of the kinematics data. A possible solution to this is to see how this evaluation of the amplitudes relates to the scattering-equation expressions that motivated it. Perhaps a different choice of integration contour can be found that relates to the singular gauge previously used, and to the intermediate gauges that connect it to the conformal gauge.
Actions
There are several reasons why tachyons must have ghosts in Hermitian actions when their spin is nonvanishing. This is clear in the case of supersymmetry from the usual positive-energy arguments; but it also follows more generally for fermions, since they satisfy first-order differential equations with real "mass", so the relative signs for the two terms in the Klein-Gordon equation are always − κ for some nonnegative number κ after squaring. For positive-spin bosons, it follows from the use of Stückelberg fields, since changing the sign of the mass term also changes that for the two-derivative term of the Stückelberg fields; this means that either the longitudinal or transverse modes are ghosts. These problems are related to the fact that generating tachyonic mass terms by dimensional reduction requires reducing a timelike direction.
However, our sign-flipping prescription can imply non-Hermitian actions: For example, changing the sign of the metric implies the corresponding Dirac matrices get an extra factor of "i", since {γ, γ} changes sign. Also, the normalization of external vectors in that sector gets an extra sign, suggesting a field redefinition with a factor of i.
Since the field theory action of [11] already contains the massive fields, it may well be that its Feynman diagrams produce amplitudes in exact agreement with those of the modification of (bosonic) string theory considered here. Its potential shows how these masses are generated by spontaneous breaking of T-duality symmetry, with the massless fields as Goldstone bosons. This breaking is the same as such breaking in polynomial σ-models, rather than in coset models, in that the potential is cubic and breaking also generates massive fields. (There is also a Higgs mechanism involved, but in this case the non-Goldstones do the eating of vectors, rather than vice versa.)
But the two-derivative term there (as easily analyzed in a Landau gauge, or just ignoring divergence terms) comes with the wrong sign for both massive fields. This again suggests a field redefinition with an i to compare our amplitudes with the real action given there.
It would also be interesting to generalize that action to the heterotic case: In particular, in the case without tachyons, it would probably provide a consistent description of physical, massive supergravity coupled to massless supergravity.
